Workshop: Successfully Presentation

22th October 12:00-17:00

Dear Students,

if you want to learn how to...

- Design successful virtual presentations
- Deal with typical challenges in virtual presentations
- Actively use your audiences questions
- Design your presentations interactive and
- Get your audience’s attention
- Keep your audience focused and engaged
- Expect the unexpected in virtual presentation
- Present with-out stage-fright and fear
- Get valuable feedback for your future presentations

...this is the right training for you.

Over the course of three hours, we will work together to prepare and improve your approach towards virtual presentations.

The Covid-19-pandemic has changed the academic life around the globe and most these changes have come to stay. To successfully prevail in this new environment, it is in every student’s interest to learn as much as possible on how to study in a virtual environment.

I am looking forward to seeing you in our training.

Coach: Mr. Uli Wagner  
[www.uli-wagner.com](http://www.uli-wagner.com)  [www.erfolgreichstudieren.com](http://www.erfolgreichstudieren.com)